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Letter from the Editor
I am very pleased to announce the newest addition to our growing staff:
Ted Fleischman! Ted is our new Webmaster. Formerly what he termed a
"superuseriTed has spent the last seven months familiarizing himself with
the software we use to build our website, researching various possibilities,

and teaching himself the ins and outs of running our website - allthe
while being guided by Ed Altmen,who is supervising his troining.

He has already incorporated some changes to the website: adding prices
to the Good Karma poge, adding newer articles by Justin Stone and Ed,
adding the new "Movement Review Checklist" (written by Ed, Sondy
McAlister and PamTowne - see page 6 for a full description of its purpose).

Future plans for the website include: updoting the entire website to reflect
the new trademark requirements (see page 5 for a full explanation of this
topic), adding a counter so we can track the number of "hits" the website
receives, adding a shipping chart for Good Karma, and looking into pub-
Iishing our website with various search engines.

Ted is a very self-motivated individuol, and a pleasure to workwith. Even
though he is based in Kansas City, MO, and we're here in Albuquerque, NM,
he keeps Ed and I up-to-date very consistently with his progress. He's o
wonderful addition to our staff, and we are grateful for his help!

TheTCC community website continues to play a larger and larger role in
our future, as it isTHE place that the general public looks to to find out
more information about this"thing" they've encountered in a presentation,

a newspqper or mogazine article or from the enthusiastic words of o friend,
relative or co-worker - this"thing" called T'qi Chi Chih! JoyThru Move-
ment. The list of accredited teachers on the website continues to grow, as
the vast mojority of teacherVFJ members choose to pay the nominal yeorly
fee to have their name ond contact information included on thot list.

Teachers. a reminder: Please take the time to ftll out the questionnaire
which was mailed to each of you in mid-December along with your 2002
Teacher Directory. YF J I nformation/Outreach Coordi nator Kathy Albers
would like them back by the end of March. We have only received 72 of
these back thus far (from the over 400 that were sent out). We would like
to gather the data about your teaching. Your participation in a network-
ing group of like-minded teachers at a later point in time is,of course,
optional. In the future, Kathy will be discussing more details about that.
The first thing is to get this informational database set up and inputted.
Thank you for assisting us in assisting you!

Noel Altmon, Editor
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DearTCC Friends:

l've felt abandoned from any suP-

port or care from any TCC teachers

or organization - although I noti-

fied by writing & email that mY hus-

band, Brendan Curtin (also a certi-

fied TCC teacher) died June 13 - (&

my son, July 1st, & grandson). I have

just returned to AZ home from Calif.

Home & memorial services & funer-

als, after a nasty fall injury myself

while out there. No one has ever

answered or ever acknowledged

Brendan's death or loss as an excel-

lent teacher - he was my student,

later, for 10 years, a certified teacher

with our often team teaching all

over the country, & AZ, & Calif.

Thankyou. Vaya con Dios

R uth m a r i e Ar g uell o-Sh ee h a n

Sun City,M

[Editor's Note: Ruthmarie, I remember

meeting you at the 1989 T'ai Chi Chih

Teachers' Conference in Albuquerque'

NM, and I know you were in Ed's

accreditation course in 1988.

I am very sorry to hear of your

tremendous loss in the past year. lt

seems so many now are going

through incredible periods of pain,

loss, disintegration, etc. I do remem-

ber hearing about Brendan's death

from Jean Katus at Good Karma

Publishing. I do not remember hear-

ing about the other losses You suf-

fered, although perhaps you did noti-

fy me and I do not remember.

I do feel that I need to address Your
concerns in print so that others will

also understand some of these issues.

We appreciate you letting us know of

Brendan's death as we do list the names

of those TCC teachers who have died

Readers Res pond
in the previous year on a Page in the

nextTeachers' Directory. Brendan was

listed in the 2002 Directory which was

shipped in December.

My own policy regarding the publish-

ing of this information has changed

during my tenure as editor. In the third

issue in which I was editor (Sept.'99), I

did note hro deaths on the"News

Shorts" page, one a teacher, and the

other Ou Mie Shu (who did the brush-

work in the TCC text). Because there

were many issues regarding Ou that

also pertained to every TCC teacher, I

also wrote a news brief about him.

Perhaps you are remembering this.

Later, however, I began to think about

this. t thought about how the TCC

teacher population is mostly over 50
(maybe even 60) and how at some
point in the future,there would be a

huge list of names. And what if we

weren't notified of some teachers'

deaths? And what about when a

teacher suffers an illness or loss in the

family? What about when a teacher

has a new baby? Should this sort of

information be mentioned in The Vital

Force? | imagined (when theTCC

teaching community grows to 4000

active teachers, instead of 400) pages

and pages devoted to covering every
personb loss, tragedy, or new joy. lt

seemed overwhelming.

And beside the point.

We are all going through our personal

stuff, but in this journal, the focus is

on the T'ai Chi Chih practice.

Now if a person writes about how a

loss or joy or tragedy relates to their

TCC practice or teaching,then that is a

story that all VFJ readers could benefit

from hearing.

In 1999, I thought all of this out care-

fully and expressed my concerns to Ed

and Justin Stone. Justin said,"That is

not the point of Thevital Force."

I made a decision then to simply list

the names of the dead in the next
published Teacher Directory, and after

that, to no longer list them.

I am sorry if no one responded to You
personally. I do know that items do

occasionally fall through the cracks.

Now the TCC community does know of

your losses,and perhaps some of your

old friends will contact you.

Contrary to your letter,there is no TCC

organization. There is a small team of

teachers who work for either no pay, a

token stipend, a little more than that

or a poverty level wage. Most of these
people have other jobs which are their
primary means of support. So,time
given to TCC work is limited. We do as

much as we can, and still it's not

enough. We are bursting at the

seams!

We hope you understand,as we hoPe

all teachers and students do, that it

sometimes takes awhile to resPond

that things sometimes fall through

the cracks, and that we can't possibly

do everything needed to promote and

sustain the TCC practice and commu-

nity on such a part-time basis.l

To Noel & the entire staff -

Keep up the great work on the V.F.
- it's "the tie that binds!"

RayWatson
Batavia, NY

And THANK YOU for your continued

dedication to, and promotion of, the

life-giving [TCC] practice . . . !

Diana Daffner

Siesta Kev. FL
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Spirituality
By Justin Stone

\ /[ /hen I write about Spirituality, I am certainly
V U not talking about Religion. The latter brings

to mind an institution with dogma and doctrine,
ceremonials, belief in a personal God, all sorts of
assumptions, and a somewhat fabricated history.
Finances often play a large and necessary role.
Religion brings great comfort, sometimes with big-
otry, to many people.

Spirituality has none of these, and authority
plays little part. To me it means an inner search for

the Real, the Lasting, and the effort to live and
accord with that Reality. Sometimes philosophy is
mistaken for spirituality, but the former is cerebral

and deals with theory only, not actual experience.

T'ai Chi Chih practice has nothing to do with
Religion. The believer who practises regularly-and
correctly-will get the benefits of TCC practice, as
will the non-believer who practises the discipline
regularly and correctly. Swimming in circulating

i Chi, one could not better accord with Reality. The
spiritual person is usually the happy person, but he
or she may not be religious.

One can only be a truly guiding teacher of
spirituality if he or she has the inner experience of
Reality. This is usually accompanied by gratitude,

the way to happiness. Where there is sincere grati-

tude one can experience a fulfilling life. Can money
by itself bring this joy? A thousand times "no."

Photo by Deanne Hodgson
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Trademark Update:
lications for Teachers

By Jean Katus

fhe announcement in the previous issue of TheVital

I Force discussed general information about the T'ai Chi

Chih name now carrying a federally registered mark that

needs to be used in a particular way by Good Karma, the

VFJ,accredited teachers, and vendors of products using the

name. We are stil l working on criteria for granting permis-

sion to use the name and will continue to update the com-

munity as this process progresses.

ln the meantime, some changes are already being

put in place, and we ask accredited teachers to begin incor-

porating them as you reprint brochures, articles, business

cards, advertising for classes, and any other printed matter

that uses the phrase. lt is fine to use up any printed materi-

al you presently have that does not include the changes'

Good Karma and lhe Vital Force are demonstrating

ways that the term can be used in print. The Spanish trans-

lation of the photo-textbook (which is now available) is the

first printed piece published by GKP in which the trademark

is integrated. When the name is first used, it is followed by

a small"R" in a circle. A statement that T'ai Chi Chih is a

federally registered trademark appears on the publication

page, just as it does on the publication (inside front cover)

page of the VFJ. We want the trademark @ designation and

subsequent references to T'ai Chi Chih! Joy thru Movement

to stand out, yet without being overwhelming. Therefore,

after the first few times, we bolded the words, instead of

using the o, and followed them with the subtitle so the

whole phrase reads T'ai Chi Chih! Joy thru Movement.

NOTE: In this particular article, we have also bold-

ed the term and followed it with a noun or nouns' The first

mention of the name. because the article is part of the yFJ,

does NOT include the o designation; the mark is already on

the front cover of the VFJ. lf this article were a free-stand-

ing article (NOT part of the newsletter). the name would

need the o the first time it was mentioned.

Other options to replace bolding are italics or quo-

tation marks, and the term itself is always used as an adjec-

tive. Examples of acceptable usage are:

* T'ai Chi Chih@ Joy thru Movement (for first time

and for subsequent times, if you want to continue showing

the o)

* T'ai Chi Chih movements

x T'ai Chi Chih disciPline

x "T'ai Chi Chih" teachers

lExcept for within this articlel, the VFJ has used the

method of italicizing after the first mention of the T'ai Chi

Chih discipline. Unlike the Spanish translation of the text,

theVFJ uses other nouns than "Joy thru Movement"to fol-

low the name. Such options are acceptable especially

when T'ai Chi Chih is used a number of times within a

printed piece. ln this issue (and in following issues) of the

VFJ,you will notice several different noun choices'

As you begin to re-format your printed materials,

you will want the design of your work to flow so that it

incorporates the trademark information but does not over-

power what you are presenting. In using the o,you will want

to be sure that the mark is small enough so it is not overly

emphasized; in the same way, however you subsequently

use the term and noun(s) following it, you will want the usage

to be natural. You may want to look at the ways consumer

products of various sorts use trademark designations.

At a point in the history of T'ai Chi Chih! Joy thru

Movement, teachers were asked to always refer to this par-

ticular form of T'ai Chi by using "Chih"with it to let everyone

know that this discipline has a uniqueness from otherT'ai

Chi forms. Now it is habitual to say-in classes and in printed

material-T'ai Chi Chih and not just T'ai Chi. The trademark

takes us one step beyond that: whether we refer to this dis-

cipline verbally or in writing, we need to make it a habit to

use the entire name as an adjective and follow it with a noun.

As we begin making the change verbally, it will become more

natural to also make the change in writing, and vice-versa.

lEditort Note: Articles submitted to the VF.l will now be modified

to accord with the above requirements. lf you can, please make

these changes yourself, before submitting, so the choice of noun(s)

isyours. Thankyou!

You can note in this issue of the VFJ that the use of"TCC" does

NOT require different formatting from the text surrounding it -

the trademark applies to "T'ai Chi Chih" only. However, we have

used it as an adjective so there is a consistency in the usage

between the two terms: "T'ai Chi Chih" and "TCC'j

The above article is dense with information (and imPerative for

all TCC teachers to understand). You'll want to read it a couple of

times through and keep it for later reference.l
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Deferred Accred itations
By Ed Altman

l-luring the last five years,l've seen tremendous

Lf improvement in the way most candidates have

been prepared to attend aT'ai Chi Chih Teacher

Training course. I am grateful to the many teachers
who have promoted a higher standard for candi-

date preparation, and this has made my job as
course instructor much easier. Unfortunately, sever-

al candidates are still sent each year who are not
properly prepared, and these students require

tremendous additional attention during their

TeacherTraining course. This places an unfair bur-
den on everyone in the course, and regardless of
how hard they work, increases the likelihood they
will receive a deferred accreditation rather than
graduate with their class.

In 2001 ,12o/o of the candidates sent to f'ai

Chi Chih Teacher Training courses received deferrals!
This troubling percentage has remained essentially

unchanged since at least 1999. As Head of the f'oi

Chi Chih community, I feel that teachers should be

free to prepare their candidates in whatever way

suits them besU as long as they are well-prepared

when they attend a TeacherTraining course. I

encourage teachers to prepare candidates properly

and speak with them about how to improve their
practice and preparation process. When a candi-

date receives a deferred accreditation, I write to the

referring instructor with a list of suggestions for

future candidate preparation. Sadly, deferrals con-

tinue to be a common problem atT'aiChiChih
Teacher Training courses, and this hands-off

approach must now be reconsidered.

The recentTeacherTraining course in Albu-
querque resulted in four deferrals, and this led to a

lively discussion among attending teachers and cand-
idates on ways to reduce the number of deferrals at

future courses. I directed the discussion toward ways

to ensure that every future candidate would be well
prepared before attending, because I see this as the

only way to eliminate the need to give out deferred
accreditations. The most promising suggestion was
to require all teacher candidates to send a homemade
video of their practice for review prior to being
accepted in a Teacher Training course. The tapes
would be sent to the course instructor for thorough
review and a write-up of problem areas and sug-
gestions would be sent back to the candidate along
with the tape. The response would also include per-

mission to attend the course, or an explanation of
why such permission was withheld. Students who
were not allowed to attend a TeacherTraining
course would have a list of specific recommendations
for improving their practice and would be allowed
to submit another tape for further consideration.

Deferrals are disruptive and difficult for
everyone involved, but most important,
they are not o necessary part of the
Teach er Trai n i n g process.

I found this idea very interesting, and I spoke
with Justin Stone, my wife Noel, Sandy McAlister
and Pam Towne about it at length. I also
exchanged comments with severalT'oi ChiChih
teachers throughout North America to discuss it in
more depth. While everyone agreed that a manda-
tory review policy would reduce deferrals, concerns
were raised about whether this policy would under-
mine the role of referring teachers in the prepara-

tion process. Another view was that such reviews
would not go far enough to address the core of the
problem: that some accredited teachers do not
know how to tell if their students are really moving
well. Many spoke about the fact that such reviews
would be time consuming, and that a review fee of

S50-S75 would be required to help compensate for
the time spent watching the tape and writ ing up a
response. lt was also suggested that a movement
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review checklist would be needed to help reviewers

quickly and easily document their concerns about a

student's movements.

It is my feeling that we must find a bal-

ance between being welcoming and

available to all who want to attend a

TeacherTraining course, and ensuring a

high standard for those who receive an

accreditation. My primary obiective has

always been to improve the stondards

for newly accredited teachers to

strengthen our T'ai Chi Chih community.

Deferrals are disruptive and difficult for

everyone involved, but most important, they are

not a necessary part of the Teacher Training

process. Although I believe the suggested "video

preview"of all candidates would make deferrals

nearly obsolete,l also acknowledge that it would be

a dramatic step toward greater bureaucracy. This is

not something I would enter into unless absolutely

necessary. However, as I shared with several teach-

ers, more words are not going to solve this prob-

lem. A different approach is required if we are seri-

ous about reducing or eliminating the need to give

deferred accreditations at T'ai Chi Chih Teacher

Training courses.

As an intermediate step,l've worked with

Pam and Sandy to create aT'aiChiChihleacher

Candidate Movement Review Checklist. This check-

list is organized by eachT'oi Chi Chih movement,

and consists of general statements about how to

move properly as well as specific concerns such as

the correct position of the hands. lt also includes

space for written comments as well, and is to be

used by teachers to assess their candidates before

sending them to a TeacherTraining course. Of

course, teachers are welcome to use the checklist

with any of their students, and I trust they wil l also

find it helpful in improving their ownT'aiChiChih

The checklist has been published on our web

site under the teacher candidate preparation section,

and is also avallable from TeacherTraining course

hosts, or through Sandy McAlister or Pam Towne. I

encourage all teachers to review the new checklist

and put it to good use. lt is my hope that use of the

checklist will reduce deferrals at future Teacher

Training courses, but this is by no means guaranteed.

lf a large number of deferrals continue to be needed

due to poor candidate preparation, additional steps

will be taken to address this issue. As a result' I in-

vite teachers and students to send their comments

or feedback on the idea of mandatory"video preview"

to lhe Vital Force for future publication. I hope you

will take this opportunity to make your voice heard.

The recent discussions have been very pas-

sionate on all sides, and I think this is a healthy part

of the growth of our T'ai ChiChih community.

Some teachers have expressed concerns as to

whether we are becoming too restrictive while oth-

ers complain that our standards for new teachers

are not high enough (and that there are no contin-

uing requirements for existing teachers). lt is my

feeling that we must find a balance between being

welcoming and available to all who want to attend

a Teacher Training course, and ensuring a high stan-

dard for those who receive an accreditation. My

primary objective has always been to improve the

standards for newly accredited teachers to

strengthen our T'ai ChiChih community.

As one Canadian teacher shared with me,

"The objective is to make it harder for those who

want to get into a Teacher Training course so that

those who attend will have an easier time complet-

ing the course and receiving their accreditation."

The best way to do this is to help teachers accurate-

ly assess whether their candidates are ready to

attend a Teacher Training course. When courses are

filled with properly prepared candidates we will be

able to focus on learning how to teach theT'aiChi

Chih movements to new students rather than cater-

ing to those who are struggling to learn how to do

the movements properly. As always, I rely on my

fellow T'aiChiChlh teachers to help make this possi-

ble.practice.
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A Day in the Life of...
A T'ai Chi Chih Teacher
By Dale Buchanan

l\ /l "ny 
teachers have contacted me over the

I V lyears and wanted to know how to become a
"full-time"TCC teacher. At the teachers conference
several teachers stop me at once with questions

about my business, web site development, sales,
marketing, class format, etc. I enjoy these conversa-
tions and want to expand on this topic with this
article.

First, let me say that teaching the TCC disci-
pline for a living is not as easy as it may appear. I
still do some personal training a few hours per

week because I like it and it helps pay my bills, but
the majority (9oo/o) of my income is from teaching
TCC classes and selling TCC products. Here is a typi-
cal day for me:

* 4:30am - Wake up - TCC practice - 40 minutes
* 6:00am - Personal training client in their home
* 8:00am * Back home to eat and reply to emails &

phone calls
* 10:00am - Take a walk
* 1 1:00am - TCC Presentation
* 12:00pm - Meeting about renting class space

" 1:00pm - Meeting aboutTV show production
* 3:00pm - Back home to eat, more emails, phone

calls, fax press releases

" 4:00pm - Meditation - 30 minutes
* 4:30pm - Drive to class - 30 mile, one hour drive
* 6:00pm - Toning, the Jing, a few TCC movements

before students show up
* 6:30pm -Teach beginnerTCC class with 17 people

- one hour
* 8:30pm - arrive back home for more emails and

eating
* 10:30pm - sleeping...

Note: The night before I taught a two-hour

Seijaku class from 7-9pm, I went right to bed after a
smal l  mealand someTV.

As you can tell, most of my time is spent
either practicing the TCC movements, communicat-
ing with potential students, writing and sending
out my newsletters, producing myTV show, market-
ing, etc. and not actually teaching class. I teach 10-
12 classes per week" however my workweek is
between 60-70 hours to make that happen. When
teaching full time, class size cannot be small or my
bills won't get paid. Classes of three to four stu-
dents won't do it. lt takes regular FREE presenta-

tions, some advertising, handing out flyers, talking
to people daily on the street, constant emails &
phone calls, and much more to get full classes on a
consistent basis.

lf you're not wil l ing to put in the time and
do the work that goes along with teaching the TCC
discipline full t ime, then don't even consider trying.
Now that I l ive on Capitol Hil l in Washington, DC
everything is more expensive. Now I have to pro-
mote even more.

Students are not going to come knocking at
my door just by me sitting there and wanting it to
happen. I have to go out and get the students
myself! People have busy lives (especially in DC) so
they don't have time for something that is not
going to benefit them right away. The message has
to be introduced to people from the beginning:
that TCC practice is not an exercise or martial art,
rather a gentle system of movement designed to
circulate and balance the chi and that you are a
'tertified "TCC instructor.

There are too many things out there that try
and promise healing or results without being able
to back it up. As a teacher, the result is YOU! You
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have to be a walking testimonial for the benefits of

TCC practice wherever you are, at any time or place.

THAI along with good marketing and promotions,

is how you get 10-12 full classes month after

month.

Also, you have to be a good and experienced

teacher to handle 100-150 students each week. lf

you're not at that level in your own practice, with

the experience to handle all of that teaching, then

start out small and build up. A new teacher cannot

handle the amount of chi that is generated by

doing theTCC movements two to three hours per

day six days per week it will be a shock to the sys-

tem. Not to mention the emotional drain from

working with so many students...it can be very

exhausting at times. I remember days when I was

so tired all I could do was sit, sleep, breath, and eat.

The chiwould be doing it 's magic on me with such

power that the message was clear, BE STILL!

In summary, if you want to be a full timeTCC

teacher you have to pay the price. lt may not be

easy, but it is worth it. I can't think of anything else

in life that I would rather spend 60 hours per week

doing other than running my TCC business.

i  t r i

,fiii : Beginner's Mind
By Carmen Brocklehurst want to thank Tiai Chi Chih lpracticel or Justin for a

great program." They said,"l want to thank you."

Fortunately,l could put these statements in their

about T'ai ChiChih practice, As we continued our 
'

practice;the feeling became stronger. This was

gram ai1ed. Most people who came up to me in

the months and yeais that followed didn't say,"l
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University of Verohd, ltaly in Nov.'0'l
By Crist ina Minell i

1t took me a year and three meetings with Professor La-
I rocca to finalize the date: November 3rd. Professor La-

rocca is in the field of Special Education Science ("Special"

stands for"related to people with special needs"). No date

could have been worse: that weekend 507o of ltalian
people are on vacation, and the University is open'bn
professor discretion'j In other words, nobody except for

Professor Larocca was active that day. lt was too late

when I realized that, and the date was no longer change-

able. In spite of that, about 300 people showed up. I had
prepared a dozen different pages on my computer, just

to keep a punctual track of what I was saying. My com-
puter was connected to a VGA projector, so that people

could follow me, reading my notes on a huge wall.

I started talking about my story. For 10 years I had

been affected by a severe form of interruptive insomnia.

The"official" medicine couldn't do anything for me, so I

started my own search for health. lt was during such
journey that I accidentally stumbled into TCC practice.

At this point in the lecture, I pointed out the sep-

aration between mind and body in our society: how

many times do we look at our knee and with surprise

notice a bruise or a scratch and think "When did it hap-
pen?" We could as well say,"l wasn't there'j

T'ai Chi Chih discipline presented at

How can we bring our mind closer to our body?

From the Orient there is a whole spectrum of disciplines

with that same goal, from Chi Kung to Yoga. They come

from far away but there is nothing mysterious about them:
allyou need to approach them are a mind and a breath.
Then I introduced the fourth state of consciousness, and

talked about the fact that reaching a state of peace does

not mean isolating oneself. From the TaoTe Ching, in the

translation by Steven Mitchell: "Emptyyour mind...This

doesn't mean to suppress your thoughts, but to step back

from them...This has nothing to do with the intellect and

its abstractions. The mind is originally empty, and only
when it remains empty, without grasping or rejecting, can

it respond to natural things, without prejudice. lt should

be like a river gorge with a swan flying overhead; the
river has no desire to retain the swan, yet the swan's pas-

sage is traced by its shadoW without any omission."

Another example: ? mirror will reflect allthings
perfectly, whether they are beautiful or ugly; it never
refuses to show a thing, nor does it retain the thing after
it is gone. The mind should be as open as this...'j

Meditating is a way of relaxing without losing tone.
Through meditation our perception of life changes: we
come to know experientially that we are connected to
the Universe and to the other beings by a common origin.

- Consciousness -

. . . Meditation can bring transforming experiences that
can deeply change our participation in life.

According to the Indian tradition, there are five
main obstacles to the total uncovering of our conscious-
ness: desire, hatred, laziness, anxiety and skepticism.
Our true self is compared to the bottom of a lake, and
the obstacles to our view of it are respectively: colors
(desire), boiling (hatred), algae (laziness), wind (anxiety)

and soil  (skepticism).

Buddha said:"Be the empty cup'l ln other words,
be receptive. This does not imply boredom for the dep-
rivation of something. lt does not mean lack of interest.
On the contrary, if you can empty your cup you can
choose to fill it in anyway you want. We live as though
we were going grocery shopping carrying with ourselves
the whole kitchen every time: it is terribly difficult buying
something new,and carrying it  home is a monumental
chore. Emptying our cup can bring a healthy detachment
from the thunderstorms of life, and from that will come
the most precious strength, the strength of calmness.

There is an old Indian story: an old tigress, starv-
ing and pregnant, comes upon a little flock of goats and
pounces on them with such energy that she brings
about the birth of her little one and her own death. The
goats scatter, and when they come back to their grazing
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place, they find this just-born tiger and its dead mother.

Having strong parental instincts, they adopt the tiger,

and it grows up thinking it's a goat. lt learns to bleat. lt

learns to eat grass. And since grass doesn't nourish it

very well, it grows up to become a pretty miserable

specimen of its species.

When the young tiger reaches adolescence, a

large male tiger pounces on the flock, and the goats

scatter. But this little fellow is a tiger, so he stands there.

The big one looks at him in amazement and says,'Are

you living here with these goats?" "Maaaaaisays the lit-

tle tiger. Well, the old tiger is mortified, something like a

father who comes home and finds his own son with

piercing and tattoos. He swats him back and forth a

couple of times, and the little thing just responds with

these silly bleats and begins nibbling grass in embarass-

ment. 5o the big tiger brings him to a still pond'

This little fellow looks into the pond and sees his

own face for the first time. The big tiger puts his face

over and says,"You see, you've got a face like mine. You

are not a goat. You are a tiger like me. Be like me'"

So the little one is getting that message; he's

picked up and taken to the tiger's den, where there are

the remains of a recently slaughtered gazelle. Taking a

chunk of this bloody stuff, the big tiger says,"Open your

mouth."

The little one backs away,"l'm a vegetarian."

"None of that nonsense," says the big fellow, and

he shoves a piece of meat down the little one's throat. He

gags on it... but he's nevertheless getting it into his blood,

into his nerves; it's his proper food. lt touches his proper

nature. Spontaneously, he gives a tiger stretch, the first one'

A little roars comes out...The big one says,"There. Now

you've got it. Now we go into the forest and eat tiger food."

Properly interpreted as metaphors, mythological

sources can show us what we can see also through

meditation: they can show us our tiger face. The tiger

face stands for our true face, our true nature, our true

self. We normally live a little slice of what we really are:

in other words, we are so much more than what we set-

tle for. lt is here that we enter the realm of spirituality.

The Dalai Lama warns us to meditate with perse-

verance, as the mind moves slowly in this field, and

Justin Stone comforts us by reminding us that in walk-

ing through the tall grass day after day a trail will form,

making it easy one day to cross the meadow.

But how do we meditate? Through mind or

through body? What is the difference?

Well, we can choose between one or the other,

and lF WE PRACTICE REGULARLY the results are the same.

In my experience, the real difference is in the fact that

meditating through the body (as with TCC practice) is

much easier than through other methods, and I tried many.

- T'ai Chi and the Scientific Research -

lEditorb Note: Various studies on T'ai Chi Ch'uan and the
T'ai Chi Chih discipline were cited.l

. . . . Because of its simplicity and versatility, the T'ai Chi

Chrh discipline is today taught in the U.S. in many facili-

ties: in juvenile and adult prisons, at HMOs, to Alzheim-

ers patients, to Schizophrenics at the Cincinnati Univer-

sity Hospital, as a pain therapy (for 10 years now) in

Minneapolis... In this last case, i t  is being f inanced by the

insurance, a clear sign of the fact that concrete results

have been found and its effectiveness has been proven.

And just to give an example of the broadness of applica-

tions TCC practice can give us, a group of nuns who are

TCC instructors practice the TCC movements as a prel-

ude to contemplative prayer. . . .

At this point one hour had elapsed, and I got everybody up

to perform"Push Pltll" and"Around the Platter'! I consid-

ered that, given the very little space people had in front of

them,these movements were the most contained. First I

gave a few technical indicotions,then we all did six repeti-

tions of the two movements to the music"Silent Joy'iby

Anugama. . . I think that the first part of that music is iust
wonderful. Not a single person remained seated, ond their

eyes were attentive, their hands incredibly soft.

- Short History of TCC -

l ' l l save you the first part as everyone reading TheVital

Force knows about it...

We learn theTCC practice from the outside in,

but it will flow from inside out. lt is not a philosophy

because it is not something to understand or to believe,

continued on page 28
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Journal entries reveal varied results
By Janet Oussaty

fo assist beginning students in reflecting upon their
I T'ai Chih Chih experiences both inside and outside of

classes, I introduced a weekly journal assignment in all
TCC credit-bearing courses at Kean University. Students
were encouraged to express their feelings, thoughts and
insights (written and/or drawn) in entries that would
qualify for 20o/o of their final course grades.

The students led very hectic, and by their own
admission, stressful lives. All were employed; many
worked ful l t ime in addit ion to going to schoolful l  t ime.
They also had increasing family responsibilities with aging
parents and young children. Living and commuting in
the densely populated New Jersey/New York area also
chalfenged their quests for peace and harmony. fhe T'ai
Chi Chih students represented many racial and ethnic
backgrounds- African American, Asian, Indian and Latino/
Latina and Middle Eastern, for example. Some recently
immigrated to the United States and were just learning
and using the English language. Ages spanned from 18
to 60, adding to the richness of the class groupings.

Their journals represented their lives and dreams and
howT'ai ChiChih practice influenced what was a new-
found existence.

In an attempt to capture their work for other
students and teachers, I decided to draft an article. | first
gathered approximately 100 journals beginning with the
first course that was offered in Spring 2000. I selected
salient quotes from the entries and then compiled those
quotes filling over 15 single-spaced typed pages. Finally,
I identified seven major themes that emerged from the
students' voices: Initial lmpressions, Benefits, Character-
istics of Movements, Characteristics of the Chi,Teh, lm-
pressions About Justin Stone,and Lasting lmpressions.
This article sounds their voices around these major themes.

Initial lmpressions
The vast majority of students taking the course stated
that they knew nothing about theT'ai ChiChih disci-
pline. Their reasons for enrolling were because they
needed the credit to graduate, it fit into their schedules,
and it seemed "different"from the other physical educa-

tion offerings. Students spoke of a great need to relax,

to become calmer at work, at home and at school, to

take time for themselves and to find an answer to the

daily grind. As one student wrote,

I took the class for the one credit I need as a gym
requirement, and now I am happy that I chose this class and not
square dancing or volleyball. lt is much more profitable to gain
knowledge as to how lcan calm myself down than how I can
work myself up.

Some found the course to be more challenging

than expected, not physically but mentally. "Concentra-

tion not to know how to react to defend yourself, but

concentration to learn to relax. I have always found it

very difficult to relax my mind and body; even in relax-

ing atmospheres...l am always tense." The slowing of

mind and body was also difficult for individuals accus-

tomed to fast-paced lives. As one student said,

lwas able to clear my mind ond therefore relax my body
completely for like the first time ever...You see,l have a fairly hec-
tic life, well once I make hectic in my mind. I take everything to
heart and constantly am worrying obout something. The littlest
things tend to bother me in a big way. One of my gools through

this class is not to worry obout all those things.

Some reported a skepticism yet openness to the

course and for whatT'ai ChiChih practice could bring to

their lives. For example,

The quizzical looks that everyone shot my woy [when
told I wos taking aTCC classl reflected the same skepticism lfelt
when I first started. I have found that if you allow yourself the
time and permission to explore,this may be the greatest gift

someone can give themselves for the holidays.

When beginning the course a student said she

was open and hoped it would be worth "the pain. lt is

not the pain that scares me most, because I really did

not think I would simply coasq no it is the thought, that

maybe I could learn something new and exciting..."

Toward the end of the coursg this same student concluded,

It has given me satisfaction knowing Ihave brought out
something within myself that I never gave much thought about.
This class was also a breakthrough...knowing lwill have the
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knowledge...for the rest of my life.

Some others spoke about feeling awkward and

out-of-place initially. For example, a student commented,

At first, t felt terribly out of sync. lt wasn't going to be

easy to let my arms flutter like butterflies when for so many years,

l've been conditioned not to.,Do I really need this class to gradu-

ate? Saying, t could either drop out now or find out if this thing

really works. Allthe while knowing deep-down,l needed some-

thing to relieve mY stress.

This student later reversed her opinion, became

much more comfortable,

For me, my skepticism hos turned into acceptism. I truly

believe that we atl have a life force running within each of us, and

its up to us to develop it and realize its potential. lt definitely

allows you to become more at peace with yourself, as it's done for

me. Ifind that ofterwords my concentration is more focused and

l'm a lot more calmer. But the most amazing thing is that it all

come from these slow movements, and not the hard thumping

oerobic exercises l'm so used to. I've derived a tremendous

respect for this new art, and hope to continue by taking another

course.

Benefits
Many benefits were reported as students were taking

the course. Students found that in addition to being less

stressed, they seemed to like themselves better and that

their everyday activities or hobbies have taken a new

light or have become easier to perform. Doors opened

too as some students discovered that they were on a

"spiritual path."

Less Stressed

A large number of students were surprised to find they

were responding to challenges at home, school and

work in different ways. For example, one student report-

ed,"l am a little less angry at everything that goes wrong

and that things seem to be Just there'and not'just there

to bother me." Another student added,

t got home from closs I felt more relaxed. Opening the

front door at 10:30 p.m. and finding my children still up, any

other night,would have sent me into a screaming fit. Instead,l

remained calm and iust helped them along to bed. By doing this

they got to bed quicker and calmer than if I had come in screom'

ing. I noticed too that I'm not as stressed about things as I nor-

matty would be. My l0 minute (T'ai Chi Chih) presentation is

Normally Iwould be up until all hours getting it done tonight...l

guess I realize that t have all the information I need. I know it will

get done and run smoothly.

Two other students responded by saying,

If you told me on May | 5th how much I was going to

learn or how much lwas going to enjoythis class; Iwould not

have believed you. However,l did. People at work ask me

"What's up...why are you smiling so much?" My wife and children

think that t am more relaxed. I really don't see the change myself

but ! have wondered,"Could it be the T'AI CHI CHIH classes?"

Ithink abouttheT'ai Chi Chih movements often espe-

cially during stressful moments. I work as a Senior Manogement

Assistant...and during times of...entry deadlines,l wouldn't actu-

ally do the movements but I would close my eyes ond envision

myself going through the motions. lts works! It helps me to relax,

slow down,and focus on what is going on around me.

Enhanced Self Esteem

Some students said that they found themselves more

outgoing, they gained a greater awareness of them-

selves and that they liked themselves better. The follow-

ing journal entries represent some of this awareness.

"My friends think l'm acting kind of strange because of

my attitude. I think I am maturer now and still learning

more about life." Another student said,"l have become

aware of things around me. I have somehow become a

little more spiritual and in tune with nature and what is

in this world. I really love my new self." Additional

responses from three students include:

I feel that thru this class I hove become a much better
person. ! have found myself already having more patience deal-

ing with my day-to-day activities. Also,l don't think l'm as

stressed as ! normally am. l'm beginning to like myself more. My

children make it all seem real to me by saying,"Mom,you're so

much more fun to be around." l'm truly going to miss this class.

t find myself usually lacking a sense of myself. I start to
play a role that's become increasingly troublesome ta me. But

today something was different. I didn't feelthat I had the need to
pretend. lwas completely at ease with who I am and how lfeel. I

had a true sense of myself. I feel wonderful ond have come to

realize what having a sense of balance really means' And it's

GREAT. I've gotten something from this class that I never expect-

ed to get.

I feel like that there is some new kind of awareness in

mysetf. I can understand myself better. I can interpret my behav'

ior better. I also think that I have improved harmony between

body and soul.
continued on Page 30due in two doys and I still have to put
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The Name Game
By Sharon Sirkis

7^1n the first day of T'aiChi Chih class at the University
rr/of Maryland Baltimore County, (UMBC),about 25 stu-
dents quietly enter the room. With anticipation, expect-
ation, and even uneasiness, they slowly settle in. I know
this silence will not last for long. We all sit in a circle on
the floor while I go over the logistics of the class, i.e., only
one absence allowed. I tell them l'm a different kettle of
fish, unlike most of the instructors they've ever had.

After the logistics,we
start a discussion on emptying
your cup. At first it's like
pulling teeth. I often forget
how self-conscious students
are and how most prefer to
remain quiet on the first day.
One brave student says emp-
tying your cup means keeping
an open mind.

Bingo! lt's the perfect

segue to the first exercise, the

Having fun,letting go of stress and
te n sio n, I i sten i ng, pay i n g attenti o n,
repetition, patience, persistence, and
discipline, are all lessons from the
Name Game that we include in our
TCC practice. Througout the game,l
pay attention and notice the simi-
larities it has with TCC practice.

books." Now it's Amanda's turn. She starts at the begin-
ning with me: "You're Sharon and you're bringing sur-
prises. You're Brian and you're bringing books. l'm
Amanda and l'm bringing art." And the next person
after Amanda would do the same thing, always going
back to the beginning and starting with me. lt is at this
point that practically all the students are looking at me
with daggers in their eyes, and I feel waves of hate wash
over me. (You're probably thinking right now: "...and no
wonder!") | tell the class that there's always a method to

my madness, although they
may not realize it at the time. I
tellthem that it's O.K.to help
each other out, and to try to
have fun. I remind them to
empty their cup and do their
best.

At first I notice the differ-
ent reactions. Fear, dread, anxi-
ety, and nervousness.
Especially the student on my
right,who realizes he has to
introduce every single person

Name Game. At first glance,the Name Game is an ice
breaker to help me learn the students'names. I always
keep in mind the student who told me how much she
appreciated how I took the time and effort to learn every-
one's names, how she wasn't just another number. But
as you'll see, it's really much more. Here's how it goes:

First you introduce yourself to the class by say-
ing your first name. Then you take the first initial of your
name and match it up with the first letter of an item that
you will bring to an imaginary party. For example, I start
off and say,"My name is Sharon and l'm bringing surpris-
es." (ldeally, what you bring should tell us something
about you; your interests, your hobbies, etc.). At this
point, there are moans, groans, and rolled eyes from the
class. So I decide to take it one step further! Now, each
student has to go back to the beginning, and introduce
the first person, in this case me, and say what they're
bringing to the party, and do that for each person in
order until it's their turn. 5o, for example, let's say Brian
was sitting to my left, and Amanda was sitting to his left.
l'd start and say,"My name is Sharon and l'm bringing
surprises." Now it's Brian's turn: He says,"You're Sharon

in the class. Eventually, he recognizes the value of hear-
ing the information 24 times. I secretly smile, thinking
how l'll connect the dot in regards to the value of repeti-
tion in their f'ai Chi Chih practice. The student to my left
forgets my name. "lt's pretty bad when you can't even
remember your teacher's name," l say. The class laughs
and the ice has been broken.

Creativity flows throughout this exercise. Stu-
dents bring bundles of jasmine, sprockets, energy, kids,
trees, and beer to the imaginary party. Some students
easily rattle off names and items like an auctioneer.
Others try to cheat, hiding behind fellow students while
they scribble names down. My favorite is the student
who's up next, muttering to himself, and bobbing his
head up and down, l ike one of those dolls in the back of
a car.

The Name Game final ly comes to an end. All
eyes fall upon me. Some have rather a smug look,like:
"You made us do this, now you better do it too!" Usually
there's one student who's bold enough to say,"O.K., now
you do it!" So I laugh and take my turn. Sometimes lfor-

and you're bringing surprises. l'm Brian and l'm bringing get, just like they do, and sometimes l'm right on. Once, I
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surprised them by saying last names as well.

After the game is over I ask "How many people

were afraid or nervous to play this game?" Most of the

hands rise. Then I ask"How many people let their per-

fectionism, fear of being wrong, or making a mistake, get

in their way? Some hands rise. 'Just for grins," I ask,"ls

there anyone who thought this game might be fun?"

Only two people raise their hands.

funny moments that have come out of this game. One

student named Anders sbid he was bringing an

aneurysm, because he said he got one trying to remem-

ber all the names! Another student suggested I do the

exercise with my eyes closed. Yes,l felt the fear and did

it, and I got about one third of the way. Yet another stu-

dent who was forgetful with names, said to me,"l saw
'Guacamole' the other day!"

t often forget how self-conscious students are . . .

Having fun,letting go of stress and tension,lis-

tenin g, payin g attention, repetition, patience, persist-

ence, and discipl ine, are al l  lessons from the Name Game

that we include in our TCC practice. Througout the

game, I pay attention and notice the similarities it has

with TCC practice. Some students get it right off the bat,

no problems at all. Some students get frustrated and

angry and say,"l can't,"without even trying. Their fear

and/or perfectionism get in the way. Other students

push through with a bit of a struggle. They understand

the value of persistence and determination. For stu-

dents who struggle with theirTCC moves, sometimes l'll

refer back to the item they're bringing to the party. For

example, if Greg brings a guitar, I can mention that most

likely he already knows the value of patience, persist-

ence, and practice. lf Tessa brings a tree,l can talk about

letting go of tension by telling the story of the sturdy

oak and the flexible bamboo.

As you might imagine,the Name Game can be

time consuming. l t  takes roughly an hour to complete

the game with 25 people. Since the winter classes are in

three hour time blocks, this poses no problem. For the

summer two hour time blocks,l may divide the exercise

between the first two classes. I just ask the students to

look at who they're sitting next to, and keep that same

order for the next class. However, my preference is to do

the whole thing at once, so the students don't have to

sweat it for the next class.

The Name Game brings a group of individuals

into a cohesive unit fairly quickly. lt's also a way to

expand the student's comfort zone. And it expands

mine as well, since it's not a comfortable feeling having

most everyone against me when I announce the game.

My favorite funny moment was once during the

game, when a student got up and walked out. I

assumed he went to the restroom, but then he didn't

come back. Thinking he dropped the course, I was sur-

prised to see him at the next class. He told me he

thought the game was totally irrelevant, so he decided

to take his one absence that day. Unbeknownst to him,

we had stopped the game halfiruay through the class

due to time. When I told him he had just wasted his

absence for nothing and that he was still in the game, he

suddenly looked like a deer in the headlights. I really

wanted to burst out laughing, but I didn't. He needed

the gym credit so he stayed in the class. lfelt his anger

was really fear, and he actually did fine with the names.

He seemed to enjoy the rest of the class, although I

sensed he was irritated with me since day one.

On the last day of class after Show and Tell, (see

VFJ June 2OOO), I announce we're going to come full cir-

cle. We play the Name Game but in an easier way. I say

everyonet name and ask the group to remember the

item they were going to bring. Everyone shouts it out

one by one as I go around the circle. There is laughing,

excitement, and fun all around. They surprise them-

selves that they still remember weeks later into the

course.

By this time, most of the students understand

the purpose and merit of playing the game. But I must

confess,that on occasion l'll question myself as to

whether I should continue the game. So it was no acci-

dent that shortly thereafter, one student told me the

best part of the course was that he felt comfortable

enough with everyone in the class to do the T'ai ChiChih

moves without inhibit ion, because of the beginning

exercise, and activities of sharing. He obviously got the
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Teaching at a junior high

TCC class offered to kids in public
middle school in Raleigh, NC
By Lorraine Lepine

lmoved to North Carolina about one year ago from

I Canada. Unable to work under the present immigra-
tion visa, I was searching for volunteering options.

I offered to work at the Guidance Office at my son's

lpublic middlel school, first filing for about two months,
(the time needed to develop some contacts and to assess
the need forT'ai Chi Ch,h (TCC) practice). I then offered to
teach the TCC movements to my son's counselon Mrs. Lord.
She, right away, more than welcomed the idea since she had
always wanted to introduceT'aiChito the schoolto see
how this would help the students, especially those present-

ing attention, concentration, and coordination difficulties.

We were both excited about this and organized
a meeting to plan the classes. lt was presented to the ad-
ministration and to the teachers as an experiment to eval-
uate how it could help some students. Mrs. Lord chose the
students. I provided her with some information about
the TCC discipline to give to the parents with their writ-

ten approval for their child to learn the TCC movements.

The first time I met the students was informal. I
presented theTCC practice to them and we practiced

some movements. They were all immediately interested

in learning the TCC discipl ine.

The schedule was set up in such a way that we
had a half hour during homeroom for me to teach. A

classroom was available most of the time and a few

times we needed to move to another classroom. Any

distraction in the regular schedule resulted in time
needed to adjust and refocus on ourTCC practice.

I quickly realized that within the hectic school
schedule, unexpected changes could come up regularly

and I needed to be very flexible and flowing - not

attached to what I had planned that day and how much

I would be able to teach because by the time we gath-

ered everyone and got settled,the 30 minute session

became a 15 minute session (which we did twice a week
for consistency and continuity). I learned not to be
attached to how much they were actually learning dur-

ing the 10, 15, or 20 minutes that were left to teach and
practice the movements. I decided to come with the
attitude and intention that whatever they were getting

that day was exactly what they needed to learn.

Their short attention span and constant distract-
ibility was so high that, in a way, the time allowed was
short, but the quality of the teaching and integration
were 100o/o. I taught them one new movement per class
and practiced the learned ones with three repetitions.
The emphasis was on putting their attention in the soles
of their feet and moving slowly through very thick air.
Although some had difficulty integrating the movements
due to coordination difficulties, they were able to move
with fluidity through movements done reasonably well.

The kids I was teaching are the ones who are
always criticized, put down, shown that they are wrong.
I wanted them to live a positive experience so when
they were showing fluidity, shifting their weight onto
each leg, moving onto bent knees, they were congratu-
ated tenfold for each time they were showing it. I also
wanted us to have fun. Our relationship and feeling of
acceptance helped the flow of the Chi on many levels.
The kids were always looking forward to the TCC class
and said,"Here we can have so much fun'j

Here are a few spontaneous comments that were
said during the sessions. After doing ?round the Platter"
and starting to teach "Bass Drum'jone said: "We've done
enough dishes for now - we are ready to play music."
During a very peaceful class, the shoes of one of the stu-
dents were squeaking so much that they kept losing their
focus to attend to the squeaking sound of the shoes so I
told them that this was actually the TCC bird's sounds. We
all laughed and they returned their attention to the soles
of their feet, peacefully, and concentrated for the rest of
the class on listening to the TCC bird. I utilized any com-
ments or reactions to bring them back to the TCC prac-

tice and towards more understanding of the movement
or the principle of the TCC discipline or the CHI itself.

Out of six students who started:
One boy stopped because it was obvious that the more
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he was quieting the more he was fighting it. He was not

able to tolerate what was inside of him. He needed his hy-

peractivity at this point in time. One girl learned indivi-

dually the first nine movements. She had missed too many

sessions from the beginning as she had been expelled for

a while from school. She learned quickly and enjoyed

her TCC practice. She told me that after practicing the

first time after school, she brought her youngest sister to

the park and did all the clean up of the house because

she had so much positive energy in her. She felt great.

The challenge, of course, is to practice the TCC move-

ments consistently in order to have lasting results.

One boy quit after he had learned eight move-

ments and came back after Christmas but has not been

consistent. He was interested to know so he could quiet

down kids that he babysat by moving very slowly or

simply by quieting himself.

One girl (Ren6e) was absolutely consistent in

attending every single class. She just loved TCC practice.

At mid term she wrote:'Thank you so much for teaching

me [the] T'aiChiChih lmovements]. lt has been a won-

derful experience and I will remember it for life. One

day, my sister ask me what T'aiChiChih lpractice] was all

about. I told her that it was the circulation of energy in

the body, and that it was great way to tolerate stress.

Now she looks at me in a different light. She is also

more caring then she has ever been to me. lt was amaz-

ing!" At the end of the year she wrote: "Thanks so much

for such a great year. l've really enjoyed learning to use

my energy for good. T'ai ChiChih [practice] has reduced

soooo much my stressful energy into energy that I can

use. Thanks sooooo much!!!!!"

One girl (Karen), also consistent in her attendance,

demonstrated at first an aggressive behavior with others.

She has changed it toward softness during the course of

the year. Her worry about it was that if she became soft

it would mean that she is weak and others would take

advantage of her. My challenge was to move her toward

the paradoxical perception where being soft is powerful.

I think that she was getting it towards the end of the

classes. She needed to learn to tame her powerful

aggressive energy. She wrote mid term: "Thank you for

the lessons over the weeks. lt has been a great experi-

ence and a lots of fun and I will most certainly be back

for lessons in the New Year." At the end of the year she

wrote: "l've had lots of fun this year. T'ai Chi Chih lprac-

ticel has realy helped me and my school work. l'm going

One boy (Andrew) demonstrated the poorest

integration of the principle of TCC practice and the

moves themselves,yet he had gained more than what I

could ever have expected. Here is what he wrote mid

term about his experience: "Thank you for teaching me

how to control my anger. My parents also thank you.

We do not fight as often any more and now we laugh a

lot more. My parents think that I use my energy for

good reasons other than running around my room like a

retard and you made me realize that people don't

always make fun of me and ljust need to laugh at it.

Thank you for everything." At the end of the year he

wrote: "Your teaching has made me deal w/ my anger

better and concentrate better."

The Counselor herself learned the movements,

as she was part of most of the classes. She was there as

a student. This also gave the students a good role

model of how to learn.

This experience with 13-14 year old adolescents

has taught me lots of good lessons that I wanted to

share with theTCC community. I learned: to be more

flexible, to let go of expectations of outcome, to accept

the students as they were that day and focus on the

positive and their success, to welcome them back any-

time no matter what, that something happens inside

even if I do not see it in the way they move, to trust that

they are getting what they need at that moment, to let

go of my Ego, to focus on the principles of TCC practice

very early in the teaching.

During some very peaceful class they would say:

"Wow we did not know that there was so much silence

and peace in quietness." Their discovery of the CHI was

as much a fearfulthing for some as it was a curious

thing to experience that it felt very good.

I took every occasion to correct their perception

or bring new understanding about how their emotions

changed natural ly with the circulating and the balanc-

ing of the CHl. I referred to the Folsom Prison story

where prisoners had transformed their anger into joy,

love, peace,letting them know that if TCC practice had

that effect on the prisoners, then imagine what effect it

will have on them. TCC practice is a tool for them to use

for their benefit, to help them harmonize their Body,

Mind and Spir i t .

continued on page j2
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March
17,
2002

TCCWORKSHOP (9am - 5pm)
w/SANDY McALISTER

TCCTEACHER PREPWORKSHOP (eam - 3pm)
w / SANDY MCALISTER
Location: Grayslake,lL(ChicagoArea)
Contact Donna McElhose

18160Twin Lakes Blvd.
Wildwood, lL 60030-2045
Phone: (847)223-6065

e-mail: dmcelhosechi@aol.com

TCC Workshop or Prep Fee(Teachers): 535

TCC Workshop or Prep Fee(Students): S45
Discounted rate (Students), both days: 570

TCC RETREAT
w/EDALTMAN
Location: Sedona,AZ
Contact Deanne Hodgson

Phone:

233 E. Angela Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85022-1812
(602) 789-7415
e-mail: dmh3@att.net

(Contact host for pricing informotion.)

TCCWORKSHOP (9:30am - 4:30pm)
w/ PAM TOWNE
Location: Oaklan4CA
Contact: Athene Mantle

1 7 1 7 D S t .
Hayward, CA94541
Phone: (510) 886-3829
e-mail: chigoddess@hotmail.com

Attendance Fee: S+s

(Note: Space limited to 44 ottendees)

1 0

l2'
2002

May 24

2002

Commuter fee:
Resident fee:

TCC TEACHERS'RETREAT
w/EDALTMAN
Location: St. Paul, MN
Contact Ron Barker

4512 Jefferson St. NE
Columbia Heights, MN 55421-2355
Phone: (763) 572-1115
e-mail: RONBARKER@MEDIAONE.NET

Sl  7s
S2so

1 9

(Note: Space limited to 40 attendees)

TCCTEACHER RENEWAT (9am -12:30pm)

w/EDALTMAN

SEIJAKU TEACHER TRAINING
w/EDALTMAN
Location: St. Louis, MO
Contact Kathy Albers

6046 Hartford St.
St.Louis,MO 63139
Phone: (314)727-1983

e-mail: Kayessence@earthling.net

thru
26,
2002

2002

TCC Teacher Renewal Fee:
Seijaku Teacher Training Fee:
Auditing Seijaku Teachers:

TCC WORKSHOP (9:30am - 4:00pm)
w / PAMTOWNE
Location: Indianapolis,lN
Contact Donnis Minx

3302 N.Washington Blvd.
Indianapolis, lN z+6205

Phone: (317)924-3051

e-mail: ttg@iquest.net

Attendance Fee:

520
5300
s20

s4s

Calendar of Events

Justin Stone is the Originator, and Ed Altman is tlre Hea4 oIT'ai Chi Chih! )oyThru Movement

Sandy McAlister and Pam Towne ateT'ai Chi Chih Teacher Trainers
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SEIJAKU REVIEW WORKSHOP

Location: Albuquerque,NM

Contact Forthe NMTCC Center:
Ann Rutherford
l534WagonTrain SE

Albuquerque, NM 87123

Ann's Phone: (505) 292-5'1"14 I

TCCTEACHERTRAINING
w/EDALTMAN
Location: Ringwoo4 NJ

Contactl Dan Pienciak
P.O. Box 122
Ocean Grove,NJ 07756
Phone: (732) 988-5865
e-mail: wakeupdaniel@aol.come'mail: ruthergarY@aol.com I

t
Attendance Fee: SOO t

1

TCC Teacher Training Fee:

DAY OF "JOY THRU MOVEMENT"

CELEBRATIN G T' AI CH I CH IH PRACTICE

Location: Worldwide

s4s0

e-mail: Sjaidar@stic.net

Registration by April 1,2002:

byJune 1,2002:

by Aug. 1,2002:

No n - U.S. Teac h ers' fee:

S3oo
5330
S360

5270

14,
2002

TCC TEACHER TRAINING

w/EDALTMAN
Location: Edmonton,AB CANADA

Contact MargoCarPenter
12311 Aspen Dr.W
Edmonton,AB Td2B6

CANADA
Phone: (780)434-9433

e-mail: carpkids@telusplanet.net

TCCTeacherTraining Fee: 5450

Justin Stone is the Originator, and Ed Altman is the Head, oI T'ai Chi Chih! Joy Thru Movement

Sandy McAlister and Pam Towne areT'ai Chi Chih TeacherTrainers
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News Shorts
Study will measure effects of TCC
practice on the immune system
According to an article published in the December'01
issue of the newsletter Healthwise,TCCTeacher Susan
(Patterson) Haymaker is currently participating in a four-
year study funded by the National Institute on Aging,

and the National Center for Complementary and Alter-
native Medicine, (both agencies of the National Institute

of Health) which wil lexamine the immunologicaleffects

of T'ai Chi Chih practice, particularly in relation to the
disease Shingles, in seniors over 60 years of age.

This study, which follows a pilot study (see VFl Decem-
ber'99) will involve 200 seniors. The controlgroup will

not be learning and practicing the TCC movements -

they will be educated on topics of health maintenance
in discussion groups.

Haymaker taught the TCC classes for the pilot study, and
will again for the current study. The same researcher, Dr.
Michael lrwin,formerly with the UCSD School of Medicine

and now the director of the Cousins Center for Psycho-
immuneurological Research at UCLA, is overseeing this
study. lrwin tookTCC classes from Haymaker before the
pilot study. He is quoted in the Healthwise article as say-
ing,"l believe the findings from this study will have
implications for the care and treatment of older adults.
The people at the National Institute for Aging think so

That's why they're funding this study."

- Noel Altman

Kaiser Permanente includes TCC
movements on instructional video
Last year Kaiser Permanente Complementary and Alter-
native Medicine Department produced a videoconference
film on movement therapies. Featured on the video are
four movement therapies, chosen from the many classes

offered through their health education department. I
was asked to present the T'ai Chi Chih segment.

A few minutes of a sample class were filmed, and a ques-

tion and answer portion, which were then blended. The
video is being used in Northern California Kaiser Hospi-

tals. Shown to doctors and nurses, it will educate them

on various movement modalities, to help them suggest
the appropriate one for their patients. Compared to the
other three movement programs featured on the tape,
Feldenkreis, a chi gong set, and yoga, the T'ai Chi Chih
discipline came across as the most versatile and user-
friendly. But then we (TCC teachers) knew that. lt's get-

ting exciting out there. Where willthe T'aiChi Chih disci-
pline find its way to next?

- Sandy McAlister

Teacher Conference 2001 Results
Thank you to the 175 teachers who attended the 2001
Conference. You made it a very successful conference, in
many ways, one being financially. lt was heartwarming
to receive your gifts of support for the scholarship fund.
We were able to assist nine teachers and forward the re-
mainder of the account to Texas to begin this year's fund.

After sending seed money to Texas (2002 conference)
and Canada (2003 conference)to assist in their prepara-

tions, checks were also sent to The Vital Force, Good
Karma Publishing, and The T'ai ChiChlh Center in
Albuquerque, to support their various outreach projects.

At each conference one ofthe big headaches has been
the equipment. With some of the funds left we are now
able to purchase some of the equipment.

The teachers in the 5.F. Bay Area selflessly gave many
hours working toward a successful conference. In ap-
preciation, some money was given to them for their own
outreach project. They are preparing a website that will
list all the T'ai ChiChrh classes taught in Northern Cali-
fornia, practices in the park, workshops, and trainings.

Conferences are not priced to make money, only break
even with a cushion. lt was exciting to come out ahead
on this conference and be able to share the excess in a
variety of places.

Justin often talks about giving back to theT'ai Chi Chih
discipline if it has been of benefit to you. Going to con-
ference is one way to give back, as you can see. I'm look-
ing forward to seeing you all in Texas this August.

20 The Vital Force
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St. Louis, MO teachers and students
hold retreat to enrich their practice

By Ann Marie Wyrsch
Student of Kathy Albers

C ix TCC Teachers and 19 TCC Students in the St.
)Louis, MO area accepted an invitation from
teacher Kathy Albers, and Faith Horton, student of
Gale Portman, to participate in a TCC Retreat in
Louisiana, MO about an hour and a half drive north
of St. Louis, MO on October 13th and 14th.

As an eager student I looked forward to the
opportunity to enjoy the nature setting,
experienceTCC practice in a group and
receive instruction from several teachers.

A sense of connecting with others with a
sincere commitment to practicing the TCC
movements as authentically as possible

Rain clearing in time to enjoy a beautiful
sunset, along with more walks and a bon fire
later that evening.

Being able to appreciate rustic accommoda-
tions with bath facilities separate from dor-
mitory sleeping including bunk beds

Sharing an abundance of excellent "potluck"

food for each meal, (famous in a St. Louis
based event.)

As an eager student I looked forward to the
opportunity to enjoy the nature setting, experience
TCC practice in a group and receive instruction
from severalteachers. My expectations were
exceeded. Some of the highlights for me were:

. Enjoying a rural setting with 325 acres of
natural beauty along with some unique
sculptures and walking paths;

. Group practice sessions in an octagonal
shaped room where rain could be heard
fall ing and birds singing on Saturday

A powerful sense of f lowing chiduring
group practice

The teachers who shared their wisdom and
experience with vulnerability and generosity

An opportunity for enriched practice of the
TCC movements

". . . The goal was to get the St. Louis com-
munity together. . . . strengthen our own
practice as well as help our students deep-
en the flow of the Chi in their lives. . . ."

Teachers included Gale Portman, Susan
Kissinger, Deedie Grimstead Cote, Steve and Kathy
Albers and Catherine Millman.

As Kathy Albers said,"the goal was to get
the St. Louis community together. Every once and a
while we are all going our own ways not knowing
fully what each other is doing. This was a great way
to all come together to strengthen our own prac-

tice as well as help our students deepen the flow of
the Chi in their l ives. Maybe people wil l make a
commitment to practice more regularly after this.
The teachers in the greater St. Louis area tend to
work together without competition. I feel it's
important that we send that signal to potential
new teacher candidates. Hopefully, we will be mak-
ing this an annual event."
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Chih Practice!T'ai Chi

Rapid City. SD

@ enjoys a potluck dinner celebrating his 85th

Teachers and students from Albuquerque, NM as well as visiting teachers

like Margo Carpenter (to his left) from Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, and the teacher

candidates going through their accreditation that week at the New Mexico TCC

Center, joined in the festivities, held at the Center' Bottom ohoto: Justin speak to

teacher Suni McHenry. (At far right): Candidate Sr. Mary Smith from

chats with Albuquerque teacher Robert Montes de Oca. Photos: Richard

rtes Judy Pritchett from

and Sr. Cecile St. Remy

Texas share dinner and a

ion with Albuquerque
Caroline and Uly

Photo: RichardTye

Doy of Joy thru ifiovement

Celebrotinq the Tei ChiChih@

Tucsdqy, Nownbsr 2O

ot

Blosk H,lls RetrEct dantcr - rrer"lh of Rryid Ciiy

7:@ p.n

Frc€ pnesahtotion / proctice - opca to public

Domtions uctepied fon fccility uscae

r^r cld 4{t}d} JoY r}fiu tno{Ef, E}s ls l 6€NltE |'l()f,s{,{ETrll p}lvsroAl

no\EeEN"f*$ THrr(*d.&,{TES d 8,{tr|l,l{EglflTF}rrL H\e6'a- ii/rt.l\' 8Eitrft3

AN EEs{LTfRoSFEfiiIT Pt,f'ICEOFTHIs'S{I5llC!?5clrul€.

Wfaflw thitryztt.a itw to pne y*tlwupq*drte{w' pfueffi

dtd,i*, hrttp *&dffid &ldrof foi Cfi Aihe'Ioyttw*bwtl

a a t a t a a a

Phone Jaon Kotus, dccredit€d techer, at 718-0545

for furtlrer information & dirsctions to

Block Hills R.,ircoi Ccnter
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Min neapolis/St. Paul, MN

On November 16th,the Minne-

sota teachers and students in the

metropolitan area celebrated

Justin Stone's Birthday and the T'ai

Chi Chih discipl ine. Judy George

hosted the event at the YMCA

where she teaches. About 30 peo-

ple attended the celebration. We

started by gathering in a circle and

practicing the T.C.C. movements.

After the practice, we sang "Happy

Birthday"to Justin and then we

ate birthday cake! As we sat

around in a cir-

cle,Judy asked

the group to

share stories or a

saying that

Justin has used

that was mean-

ingfulto us. We

shared together

with a lot of

laughter, joy and

affection for

Justin.

l just want to

share two stories

from the

evening. One of

the teachers said to me that

it was such a great practice and

how it is so hard to share with
people how great the T.C.C. disci-
pl ine is,that the words don't exist

to describe one's feelings after

such a great practice together.

And then to try and describe the

effect it has on one's life is even

more difficult. And then as I was

leaving I told the young person at

the entrance desk,thank-you. She

stopped me and asked what

group I was with because every-

one seemed so nice and happy as

we left. I told her and let her know

that we had a teacher there! So,

Justin, i t  is hard to f ind the words

to describe how grateful we are

for you and the T'aiChiChih disci-
pline but, we hope you notice that

your l i fe and your teachings have

made a great difference in our

lives. Thank-you and Happy

Birthday!

- NancyWerner-Azarski

and Karen Carrier enjoy a conversation. (Rear,

Sr. Rita Foster chats with another aftendee.
Photo: Nancv Werner-Azarski

teachers and students from the greater

to practice the T'ai Chi Chih movements and honor the originator of the form,

are pictured above. From the smiles, it looks like they had a great practice!

Photo: Nancy Werner-Azarski
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TCC student uses physical and
mental practice during pregnancy

with dramatically positive results
Dear Vital Force,

l'm writing at the request of Margo [Carpen-
terl, the TCC teacher from Canada. I was telling her

about my wonderful experience with TCC practice

at Justin's birthday party and she asked that I write

to you.

I began to realize just how wonderful and

powerful the practice of the TCC discipline is when I

became pregnant almost three years ago. I practiced

daily and found the first six months of my pregnancy

to be a breeze. I felt great and never experienced

morning sickness. But when I was only 6Zz months

pregnant tragedy struck. My water broke early. I

was not in labor but the doctors said it was very

likely that I would have a premature delivery. The

survival rate for babies born this early is only 600lo.

The vast majority of women in my situation deliver

their babies within 48 hours. Needless to say my

husband and I were very distraught by these odds.

My goal was not to go into labor any time

soon. Even though I had ruptured, my baby was

safe in my womb as long as I did not develop an

infection. In the hospital I was monitored constant-

ly. This was the most stressful time of my life. I

called Carmen Brocklehurst, my TCC teacher and

asked her about doing mentalTCC practice. Being

on strict bed rest, I was only allowed to get up to go

to the restroom. I did myTCC practice mentally and

began to feel more positive about my situation.

The doctors and nurses commented on my positive

attitude. Days passed and I did not go into labor.

I developed a very uncomfortable pregnancy

rash that covered 9Oo/o of my body; the nurses said

it was the worst they had ever seen. The doctors

said the rash would continue unti l I delivered my

baby. I continued with my mentalTCC practice. A

few days later, the rash disappeared as quickly as it

had appeared.

The days turned into weeks with no signs of
premature labor. I asked the doctors if it was possi-

ble for my rupture to reseal. The doctor said it was

not impossible but likened it to the probability of

winning the lottery. I continued with my daily men-

talTCC practices. My spirits were high and I felt
good. After three weeks of hospital bed rest,l over-

came the very tremendous odds and surprised the

whole hospital staff. My rupture had resealed!

They ran tests for a couple of days, not sure

whether to believe it or not. The tests confirmed

that it had resealed. I was released from the hospi-

tal and told to continue bed rest at home. For the

next two months, I continued my mentalTCC prac-

tices. I am very happy to report that I delivered a

fullterm healthy baby girl named Anastasia. My

doctor refers to my baby as a miracle baby. Carmen

calls her my T'ai Chi Chih baby.

I believe that throughT'ai Chi Chih practice,

the Chi does become balanced. I have experienced
great joy, peace, and amazing physical healing. The

more I do my T'aiChiChih practice,the more impor-

tant it becomes to me. The practice of the T'ai Chi

Chih discipline wil l change your l i fe. I am fortunate

to have Carmen as my teacher and to have had the

opportunities to meet Justin Stone. The T'ai Chi

Chih discipline is a wonderful gift. Thank you, Justin.

P.S. We just celebrated Anastasia's second

birthday. She is a loving and gentle toddler,l am so
grateful to be her mother.

- Judy Hendricks
Student of Carmen Brocklehurst
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TCC Practice Saved my Sanity
on a Long Trip
ByJan Law
Student of Georgann (G'an) Wright

I\ ny husband & | recently took a 7000-mile road

I V ltrip. Some was business and some was visit ing

relatives who lived in the general areas where we

were traveling. We covered l2 states and were on

the road or in meetings for the entire two weeks. I

felt lousy about missing my

twice a week T'aiChiChih
class & was determined to
continue to practice on my
own each day of the trip.
Unlike some of my resolu-
tions of the past, I not only

accomplished this, but
found myself eagerly look-
ing forward to those pre-

cious moments. Each

I had been taking T'aiChiChih classes for
about four months & heard my teacher and others
in the class speak of "tingling" in the fingers & the
lightness of being totally absorbed. Well, that sure
hadn't happened yet for me & | sort of wondered if
maybe that was either an imagined state or if I was
just incapable of attaining it. So when I found
these things happening to me consistently on this
trip, I was peacefully thrilled. I sure hadn't tried & I

remember looking around me
to see if I was still really in this
world! I sensed a "floaty" sen-
sation, a l ightness...so incredi-
bly delightful I cannot explain
the release of tension & relief
of those seemingly endless
ruminations that tend to take
over my mind after a day of
overwhelming details.

I sensed a "floaty" sensation, a
I i g ht ness...so i n cred i b ly d e I i g htfu I
lcannot explain the release of

tension & relief of those seemingly
endless ruminations that tend to

take over my mind after a day of

overwhelming details.

evening I took the time to go through as much as I

could remember (which grew as the days went on
- /Oh, I remember now...it goes like this...l f'ai

ChiChih practice allowed me to unwind,forget the

day's frantic pace & even manage to forget the next

day's anticipated regime that was truly an

endurance contest! Added bonus: I slept better

every night in allthose strange beds than I usually

do at home!

I also used any rest stops, no matter how

brief sometimes, to do at least a little T'ai Chi Chih
practice. And in the cat when my husband drove, I

intermittently found myself doing the arm & hand

movements & deep breathing. l've done yoga for
years & haven't cared if people notice l'm doing

some "strange"things in public, so I certainly wasn't

self-conscious. Taking care of myself is a lot more

important than wondering what some people I wil l

never see again think about me!

I was so happy to get home & return to my
T'aiChiChih classes - wanted to tell my teacher all
about my T'aiChi Chih"trip." lt was also great to be
back in class as a part of a beautiful whole that was
missing on my own. Being a part with others in

such a mindful way brings a beauty that is truly art.

My thanks to all the friends in my class, to
Priscil la who suggested last summer in the locker
room that I come to the class (l didn't know her at
all...she just began talking to me about how won-

derfuf T'ai Chi Chih practice was for her!), and my
heartfelt gratitude to my teacher G'an.

With allthat has been happening in our
world since September 1 l, finding the T'ai Chi Chih
discipline has brought some much needed calming
into my life. I have two sons in the military - T'ai
Chi Chih practice continues to give me chance to
find some tranquil l i ty in the chaos.
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University student fi nds her mental
focus and bodily awareness increase
durin g"gym credit" TCC class
Dear Sharon,

Though I have stayed after class several

times to thank you for the help in focus and
grounding that your T'ai ChiChih class has been to

me, I wanted to take some time to mention the rest

of the story. I have been a highly disassociative per-

son for as long as I can remember. My childhood,

while never physically abusive, was still worth trying

to ignore. Explaining in detail,to me,feels l ike I 'm

playing a blame game, so l'll leave it at that.

Considering the atmosphere I grew up in, disassoci-

ating was basically a very good defense mechanism

to separate my consciousness from all that was
going on around me. lt eventually became my

usual state of being as I continued to remove

myself from situations internally to escape smaller

and smaller issues in my life. While it helped me

deal with things on a surface level, internally I have

been a bit of a mess. I simply accepted my usual

state of completely scatterbrained, inattentive, dis-

connected and fl ighty and thought l i tt le more

about it. As a matter of fact, I didn't even realize

how much of a problem it was unti l I began talking

with my boyfriend about a year ago regarding how

I must make lists of everything and actively try to

pay attention to anything in the world around me

or become totally lost and forget the simplest tasks.

I had been trying to work with these issues on my

own, and was achieving at least some small success.

And then I fell into your class.

I was looking for a gym class to take over

the summer semester, and many of the ones that I

wished to take were full. Being interested in Reiki

and martial arts, I decided that a T'ai Chi Chih class

would be at the very least a physically non-strenu-

ous class, and at the most, very interesting. In no

way was I expecting my outlook on the world to

change so much in six weeks as it has, and especial-
ly not because of a gym class.

I have found it much easier to concentrate

since I began in your T'aiChi Chih class in the mid-

dle of the summer. I still have to make lists for

myself, but the sheer act of writing them keeps

them in my memory, and I do not race around try-

ing to get everything on my lists done... somehow

things just get themselves done when they need

to. While I often get lost in the movements while
practicing the T'ai Chi Chih discipline and "space

out" like I used to, I am spacing out in a different

way; I am now feeling the flow of movements of

my body rather than my own internal landscape.

This means, in turn, that I am actually feeling my

body in any way other than the detached manner I

am used to. And when I walk home from class,l can

feel my feet. Broken toe or not, I can feel the weight

shift in each step as I walk back to my apartment

fromT'aiChiChih class. The more I practice,the

more in my body I actually am, even when I am

dealing with the situations at home that I used to

drift off to escape. They're not pleasant, but l'm

actually dealing with them internally for once. And

it may seem like a sil ly small thing, but it 's really the

first time in my life that l've been able to pay atten-

tion to something so fundamental as the feel of the
grass beneath my feet. Thank you.

-Tessa Bogar
Student of Sharon Sirkis
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T'ai Chi Chih practice
and Incarnational Spirituality
By ReW Deanner

. l

There is i ,.yingt

Fi rst cu I tivate you rself,

sonl[,Ni , $r

Hocus-Pocus FOCUS

with his or her spiritual nature,thereby affirming one's

religious belief system.

By Karen Silva

I recently had a dental appoint-

ment and I had not yet had time to

sit down and thoroughly read

through the latest edition of the

VitalForce. Sq I grabbed it on my

way out knowing that lwould be

doing some waiting before my

appointment.

I enjoyed reading the intros and a

few of the articles when I was called
into the torture, I mean dental room.

lwas having what they referred to

as a DEEP root cleaning where they

load you up with novacaine and dig

at your gums to clean out any pock-

ets that might have formed -

anyway the whole process takes
about 

'11/z 
hours. While I was waiting

for the novacaine to take effect I

continued to read the Vital Force;

then the hygenist said olc it's time

to put the book down and open up.

Now going to the dentist is very

near the top of my "Don't like to do

list" and I was trying not to think
about all these sharp pointed instru-

ments that she was digging around
with in my mouth. Then it suddenly
hit me - why not do myT'aiChi
Chih practice while I was here in the

chair. Okay - Rocking Motion *-

Bird - hey this really works. I did

have some problem with counting
so I let go of that idea and just went
with each thought movement until I

was done (l should clarify that these
were all mental movements). In fact
I became so relaxed at one point

that as I became aware that the
hygenist was asking me a question, I

had to conciously bring myself to

the surface and ask her what she
had been saying to me.

What kind of magic was this - it

was the best way I have found for

spending an hour+ in the torture, I

mean dental office.
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Presentation in ltaly...
continued from page 1 I

but just to experience. For the same reason it is difficult

to talk about it: Justin Stone compares it to chocolate.

lmagine describing it to somebody who does not know

what it is, you'll see it is impossible. "Here, try it" is the

only feasible approach. About the difficulty of talking

about spirituality, theTaoTe Ching is even more drastic:

"He who speaks, does not know he who knows does not

speak." This is the problem for spiritual teachers: they

have to be blabber-mouths, but, according to the Budd-

hist tradition, their words are like fingers pointing to the

moon. lf you look at the finger, you do not see the moon.

Many of you probably have heard about Yoga.

Well, with Yoga we share the same goal of connecting

mind and body, of reaching psycho-physical health

through circulating the Vital Force inside of us. The dif-

ference is in the way we do that in TCC practice we are

standing and we keep moving gracefully and slowly. In

Yoga the postures are still and maintained in time -- the

longer, the better. In TCC practice, the softest we can

become, the better. Again, the Tao Te Ching underlines

the importance of softness:

Men are born soft and supple;
Dead,they are stiff and hard.
Plants ore born tender and pliont;
Dead,they are brittle and dry.

Thus whoever is stiff and inflexible
ls a disciple of death.
Whoever is soft and yielding
ls a disciple of life.

The hard ond stiffwillbe broken.
The soft and supple will prevail.

. . . lshowing the yin/yang symbol]: This is the

symbol of Chi. The two colors, black and white, the Yin

and the Yang, stand for the two opposites that compose

everything in the Universe: day and night, high and low

hot and cold, the sweet side and the bitter side of a

man, attack and defense in a game ..... In each side there

is a dot of the opposite color, indicating that nothing is

completely Yin or completely Yang, as in the most nega-

tive situations there is always something to be learned.

Also, the dots indicate a seed of possible change. lf you

run through the external circle with your finger, you will

see how you will go from the thin beginning of one of

the entities into its fullest development, to turn into its

opposite,like life becomes death and pleasure indefi-

nitely sustained can turn into pain. The cyclical rhythm

of Yin and Yang is a sort of "celestial breathing" involving

the whole Universe. The duality of this symbol is not

suggestive of conflict, but rather representative of reality

as it is: male and female, day and night, etc. The night

doesn't fight the day to be next to it, and the same is

true for the day.

So, the moral lesson behind this symbol is: man,

with his behavior; must synchronize with the cycles of

his nature, and harmonize with them. REFLECTING ALL

THIS INTO PHYSICAL MOVEMENT,WE PRACTICE THE TCC

MOVEMENTS. IT IS THROUGH TCC PRACTICE THAT WE

ENTER AND PARTICIPATE IN THE ACNVE PLAY OF THE

OPPOSITES. TCC practice so becomes the archetypal

search of the self, the dream of the many tales, the

sacred Grail, the epical adventure of the hero, the battle

for the comprehension of our humanity.

There is nothing to be taken for granted in TCC

practice, and in my classes I always welcome a healthy

level of initial skepticism: only when the results will cor-

roborate what you heard will it be logicalto believe it.

- Interdisciplinarity -

The TCC discipline is apt to be taught in many different

educational fields, as its results are applicable to practi-

cally every subject. Thinking of myself as a teenager or a

young adult, I listed some of the benefits TCC practice

would have given me in those schoolyears. Here is a

highlight of the points ldeveloped in my speech:

* Consciousness of what you do, of how you do it and of

its effects on you and on others around you. This can

bring a clearer vision of your limits and possibilities.

" Knowledge of the self brings internal growth, a better

relationship with the environment, together with an

increased level of individual and social responsibility.
* Health and wellness values.
* Concentration skills, higher level of lucidity, a more

serene mind, internal balance.
* Prevention of juvenile problems
* Easy integration of situations of handicap

- Articles and evidence -

I scanned directly from the Vital Force,the NY fimes,

American health magazines and various ltalian maga-

zines for articles on TCC practice and: Alzheimers, multi-
ple sclerosis, pain therapy, physical therapy, elderly,

research, arthritis, juvenile and adult prisons, HMOs.

Of course, all these pages (about 30) clearl
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appeared on the wall so the audience could see the

actual articles, and follow a few highlights I had previ-

ously underlined on each page.

- Exercise Science: the missing link -

I remember very vividly the concept of body and mind I

inherited from my school years, as a young adult: body

and mind were two separate parts,the mind was by far

the most noble of the two and the body was made up of

different separate parts. The more you would separate

arms, legs, trunk etc., the more promising the results of
your exercise would be. Furthermore, physical educa-

tion meant vigorous and fast activity only.

I know that today things have changed,that

exercise is taught as a means to experience body and

mind during different activities. But again, the activities

taken into consideration are only of the vigorous kind.

Actually, the more vigorous, the better. Inside and out-

side of the gym, at school and outdoors, if anybody says:
"l am in shapeiin our western culture everybody would

think: "You must be an athlete, probably running five

miles every morning, playing tennis or swimming during
your weekends, rock climbing every time you see a

mountain, etc." Almost nobody would associate the fact

of being in shape with a broader view with a healthy

mind in a healthy body, in harmony with each other.

The officialdefinition of"in shape"depends on

the individual goals, but this is another subject. What I

want to underline here is that body knowledge and

body consciousness (the most noble goals I would

expect from a Physical Education department) do not

come from vigorous activity only. Muscles specialize in

the activities they perform. The more various the kinds

of movements we execute,the more skills we add to our

repertoire, the broader our body knowledge will be.

Furthermore, deep mind-body connection can be estab-

lished only through conscious and slow, sometimes still,

movements.

When I was studying to become a fitness in-

structor, I was pleased to notice a new perception of a

human being. Health and wellness aimed to a psycho-

physical state, not to a combination of muscles and

bones as it was during my adolescence. The definition

of health is now (from my fitness instruction handouts):

" Physical and mental well-being
* Freedom from disease

* Personal responsibility
* Lifetime commitment

The concept is taken even further in the well-

ness definition:

* Good physical self-care
* Using one's mind constructively
* Expressing one's emotions effectively
* Interacting creatively with others
* Being concerned about one's physical and psychologi-

calenvironment.

Finally, a human being is a l i t t le more human!

It is time for Physical Education Science to fill

this gap, to add the missing link in the string of subjects

being taught in its departments. TCC practice, a disci-
pline so young, already entered some universities in the

U.S. I willtell you about the few whose teachers I know

directly, but there are more:

* From "1999 at Kean University, NJ, Physical Education

Department
* From 1997 at the University of Southeast Alaska, in

Sitka, Physical Education Department
* At the College of Lake County,lL, Physical Education

Department
* In China,T'aiChi Ch'uan is not taught through the Phys-

ical Education Dept., but by the Faculty of Medical Sci-

ence's"lnternal Dynamics" department. lt is interesting

that T'ai Chi Ch'uan, in the Eastern culture where it was

born, is perceived as a discipline belonging to Medicine

and not to Physical Education. lt is an indication of it being

seen as a broader, more"proven" practice. Well, I can

only assume that they probably know it better than us.

Western and Eastern medicine do not exclude

each other. Our official medicine usually waits for peo-

ple to get siclq and then takes care of them. We have the

scientific method, but the Orient, after millenniums of

careful observation of human nature, could really give

us a hand and finally bring a concrete meaning to the
word "prevention'j

- Why T'aiChi Chih practice? -
* Simplicity: i t  can be learned in about 10 lessons.
* Modularity: while the order followed for the move-

ments is important, it is not necessary to perform them
continued on page 32
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Teaching at a Univerriry
continued from poge I j

Everyday Activities Became Easier or lmoroved

Performance

Everyday activities and hobbies such as running, using

the treadmill, dancing, music, computer and acting

unexpectantly became easier and the results were much

improved. For example, a runner commented,

I have noticed a difference in my running...l am not sure
if it is a coincidence,but ever since I have been practicing [the]
T'ai Chi Chih [movements] in the morning,l have had much bet-

ter runs. I did notice that instead of focusing on my breath, I have

been focusing on my alignment and my lower abdomen. I have
more graceful strides and breathing is no longer an issue. I am
now going to try T'ai Chi Chih [practice] right before my runs

and see if it makes a difference. I am very excited to see where

this new practice take me!!!!!

One student utilized the principles of the TCC

discipl ine while painting a cei l ing with a rol ler and

found that the task was less stressful and less tiring.

I found myself shifting weight from the back leg to my
fore leg. As I gained this consciousness I begon to concentrote on

this movement while combining free flowing arm movements.
Conceptually, t believe that I developed a new movement which I

will call"Painting the Sky."

Another student attributed the avoidance of a

car accident to his T'ai Chi Chih practice. The awareness

he describes appears to reflect pranja at work.

It ITCC practice] also did improve my owareness oround

me because t almost got into an accident but I stopped before I

step[ped] on the gas pedal. lts like a sense I picked up,l didn't know

the car was coming but for some reason I sensed it coming. Well I

hopeT'ai Chi [Chih practice] can help others like it did for me'

Spiri tual Path

Students talked about searches for simpler, more mean-

ingful lives. They also explored changes that they need-

ed to make in their lives. The following two students

identify"paths"and the forces that brought them to this

part icular class.

I saw o whole new path opened in front of me for self

achievement and self actualization. lwas not the same person

anymore,l had a better understanding of this life and myself. I

had this smile on my face which was representing the peaceful-

ness in my soul...l am thankfulto that unknown energy to which

most of us call God that my swimming class was cancelled and I

tookT'Al CHI CHIH [class] as on alternate.

Tonight's presentations were interesting. I listened and

sat there thinking how was my presentotion going to be? Then I

realized as my classmates talked about relaxing and taking time,

that I was here because of TAO. I had to be part of the path,the

way. This wos my path. lwas here because the forces of TAO had

brought me here.

Characteristics of Movements
While practicing, some movements stood out as

"favorites" or offered special qualities or insights for stu-

dents. There appears to be no"bias"toward the"easier"

movements as descriptions of Pulling Taffy and its varia-

tions appeared too. One student described her experi-

ence of Daughter on the Mountaintop.

The movement I like best,,,is Daughter on the Mountain-

top...l feel like when both hands are obout to come together but

don't thot's like cutting away everything that's a bother and lift-

ing myself up.

Other students spoke about their experiences of

Rocking Motion, Pulling Taffy and Six Healing Sounds,

respectively.

As we did our first rocking motion my mind was won-

dering a lot, criticizing every move I made...am I doing this right?

And then it happended lfelt it...l couldn't describe the feeling it

wos very strong holding, almost hugging me in a circle. I believed

I felt levitoted but knew that was not possible and in analyzing

that feeling I realize it must be what Justin Stone describes as

floating through very thick oir.

While learning theTaffy movements,l could finally con-

centrate and focus on one thing. I think its because I could now

let my feet balance while doing the movements and that my hands

actually moved without me making them. I am so impressed

that my body con work in ways thot I didn't know it could.

We ended the evening by learning another movement

called Six Heoling Sounds together with a review of Joyous

Breath. I found this very interesting because it seemed to me that

we were bringing our insides out. By this,l mean our breath,our

spirit. Our breath imitoted nature the wind...

Additionally, some observations about the

movements, both individually and in a group were given

such as "l looked down at my hands and the fingers

seemed as though they were longer." Descriptions of

three more observations follow.

We were videotoped...it was amazing how slow we were
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that frustrated me wos the movements were so slow. Now as we

watched I realized how much we have grown individually and os

a group together.

Today we practiced all of the movements that we have

leorned and we practiced them outdoors...lt was quite a differ-

ence being outdoors. We were one with nature.,,the birds,the

wind,the sun. ln the previous classes,we could hear the squeak-

ing of our shoes on the floor...today we wete part of nature.

After the presentations we formed a circle (instead of

the usual rows), a candle was lit in the center of the circle and the
lights were shut off. The blinds only let a small omount of moon-

light into the room and we practiced all of the T'Al CHI CHIH

movements for the final time. lt was impressive. I could feel on

energy in the class. We were that energy.

Characteristics of the Chi
Specific references to'thi"were described by many. "l

feel slightly the heavy air around me and lots of needles

in the tips of my fingers, my fingers get very cold and I

feel a sensation of almost electric shocks..."and "l never

felt'my own'energy like that before...lt is a feeling of

calmness, yet awareness at the same time."

Three additional students elaborated on their

experiences of chi energy.

I find it is easier when I don't concentrate on the move-

ments. lf I just let them flow I feel I perform the motions better...l
feelthe chi better. I'm starting to really understand what you

mean when you tell us you don't want us working harder...

This was a breakthrough week for me. I came out of

class with o renewed sense of "Chi." I feel so rejuvenated and so

alive. lt's too bad it's not earlier [in the day] because I don't want

to go home."

I noticed my movements flowed much smoother. They
just sort of flowed from somewhere within. My skepticism

seemed to be turning into a curiosity. I started to think that per-

haps with some continual commitment lA be able to feel like this

allthe time???

Teh
The instructor's inner sincerity or"Teh"was reflected in

some student comments.

It seems to me thot our professor is not just doing a job,

she is sharing ond teaching a passion of hers. When the class first

started...it was hard to understand why she was so happy to teach

this class. But as the time went on it was easy to see that she really

loves [her] T'ai Chi Chih [practice] and that she wanted to share

the pleasures and benefits of [the]T'ai Cht Chih [discipline]. I

really never had a class where the teacher actually loved the sub-
ject so much thot it effected the whole class. T'ai Chi Chih [class]
has actually become one of my favorite classes this semester and

each week this class seems to get more enjoyable.

ln a room with very poor acoustics, one student

said,

I can't mention enough that I really like the tone of the
instructor's voice. She has a calm and relaxed spirit around her

all the time; she doesn't have to raise her voice above a certain
level to be heard...ln a lot of my other classes,the instructor has

to shout in order to get their point across.

lmpressions About Justin Stone
Some students formulated their own impressions about

Justin as a result of watching and listening to the PBS

videotape where Justin was being interviewed by

Carmen Brocklehurst.

I was impressed to see the interview with Justin Stone, in

two ways; the first being he looked so young and preserved for

his age, and the fact that he himself was being interviewed in a
very modest form without oll the glitz and glamour. lt amazes
me that thirty years ago this gentleman created something so

wholesome and health such os [the] T'ai Chi Chih [discipline],

and to this doy, no one has exploited it to my knowledge.

I was amazed to see he was on older mon. I thought for

sure the creotor would be this buff muscular man,

Lasting lmpressions
In closing their journals, all but one student reported pos-

itive growth. Here are some of the concluding comments

given. "Thank you for introducing me to the beauty of

T'aiChi Chih lpractice]. lt took me on ways I never ex-

pected to exist." "l am saddened to see the class end be-

cause it was my sanctuary." Other students concluded,

I am extremely hoppy that I had the opportunity to

experience T'ai Chi Chih [practice] and can see the benefits it

can hove on an individualif it is taken seriously and practiced

daily. Not only physically but also emotionally your mind and

body can achieve theYinYang of life.

I became curious that how just combinotions of few

movements can have such phenomenal effects on human body
and mind... [The] T'Al CHI CHIH [discipline] is not a very compli-

continued on page 32
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Teaching at middle school

continuedfrom poge l7

ldiscovered that some students had a precon-

ceived idea about the concept of the Yin-Yang. I needed

to reframe this in an acceptable manner in order for

them to feel OK with the concept of the yin-yang chi.

Here are some suggestions to be successful with

teaching young adolescents: To have consistency in the

method of teaching, being very focused, and leading them

gently and firmly back to TCC practice in every possible

way that you can imagine. Be creative. Have fun. Be very

flexible. To have the counselor present for the first sem-

ester was very helpful until I got to know the students. As

my comfort level grew and her confidence in my capaci-

ty to handle the class (remember those are kids present-

ing with behavioral difficulties), she was able to attend

to other urgencies that came up during that time.

Many others students showed interest in learn-

ing the TCC discipline as they were learning what it did

to this group of students but, unfortunately, even

though we had planned to start a new group in January,

it did not materialize due to the increased load that the

counselors had to handle ( many new students). We

both agreed that lwould continue to teach to the origi-

nal group only as they were asking for it.

This was a great experience for everyone involved.

All the students who continued with the TCC class through-

out the year passed their State exams, showed increased

confidence and softness. They showed more focus,

improved attention during the class. My sense was that

as they experienced the inner peace and joy thatTCC

practice brings, their attention was in seeking it and

reexperiencing it again during and outside the classes.

TCC presentation in ltaly

continued from page 29

all every time we practice. Humblenesss and persever-

ance are more important than that.
* Effectiveness: we have seen the evidence through

actualstories ( including mine). We have seen the justi-

fied curiosity of the press toward TCC practice.

TCC classes to a broad spectrum of different disabled
persons. My background is not as a specialist in the

handicapped field: my master's degree is in Electrical

Engineering. And yet, it was easy to be successful: in

Italy, when I start teaching at a facility, after a couple of

weeks,TCC classes become permanently offered to the

patients).

I have told you how important it is to perform the

TCC movements softly: the more advanced,the more a

student will be soft. So I will conclude my speech with a

tribute to softness, coming again from the lao Te Ching:

There is no self-consciousness in the newborn child.
Later on,the mind wanders into self-images, starts to think
'should t do this? ls this movement right?'and loses the immedi-
acy of the moment. As self-consciousness develops, the muscles
become less supple,less like the world. But the young child is
pure fluidity. lt isn't aware of ony separation, so all its move-

ments are spontaneous and alive and whole and perfect'

lf an adult body becomes truly supple, though,

there's a quality to its movement that the child doesn't

have, a texture of experience, a fourth dimension of

time. When we watch a 7O-year-old hand move, we feel,

"Yes, that hand has lived." All the bodies it has touched,

all the weights it has lifted, all the heads it has cradled

are present in its movement. lt is resonant with experi-

ence; the fingers curve with a sense of having been

there. Whereas in a child's hand there is a sense of just

arriving. The child's movement is pristine and innocent,

and delightful, but a truly supple adult movement is

awesome, because all life is included in it."

Teaching at a university
continued from page 3l

coted philosophy as it may seem. lt's very simple and attoinable.

[The] T'ai Chi Chih [discipline] is actually what it's said to be JOY

THROIJGH MOVEMENT. I have gained so much out of this and I

am so glad that I took this class for I am less stressed, can now

wake up in the morning ond be ready to face my hectic life as a

fulltime worker and a student. THANKYOU IUSTIN STONE

...T H AN K YOU D R. O USSATY.

It's a shame that this class is not taught in all universi-

ties. I know I am thinking big here but I believe that if this class

could be a core course in college this would help students with

coping with the stresses that college life can give you...lt has

changed my life.*Versati l i ty: in the U.S.and in l taly lhave been teachi
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The Good Karma order form inserted in the previous issue of The Vital Force included new information that

is current as of the first of this year. We've incorporated a new shipping chart, a new price on Meditation for

Healing,and two items have been added that are not listed in the 2000 catalog: Justin's music tapes "Soft

Sounds of Jazz" and "Night Bloom." We are in process of putting together a new catalog that we feel will be

a more useful tool to teachers than the ones we've produced before. ln the meantime, we will be using the

2000 catalog along with an insert that announces the changes. We plan to have the new catalog available

at the conference. The order form inserted in this issue of VFJ reflects the changes. You can use it along

with the 2000 catalog and point out the new information to your students.

Trademark
See page 5 for an update on the T'ai Chi Chih@ Joy thru Movement trademark.

Catalog/Order Forms

Canada

BC,Victoria

United States

CA, Hayward
CA, El Cajon
CA,Camaril lo
CO, Denver
MN,5t. Paul
MN, Bemidji
MO, St. Louis
ND, Fargo
NM, Albuquerque

Karmic Komments
from Good Karma Publishing, Inc.
P.O. Box 51 1, Ft. Yates, ND 58538

Jean Katus, Publisher

Guadalupe Buchwald

Sandra McAlister
Susan Haymaker
Pamela Towne

Margaret Manzanares
Carol Mockovak

Jeanne Engen-Duranske
Kathy Vieth Albers
Christeen McLain

Carmen Brocklehurst

(2s0) 38s-6748

(s10) s82-2238
(8s8) s71-370s
(80s) 987-3607
(303)494-s800
(6s1) 483-4440
(218)7s1-3173
(314)727-1983
(701) 232-ss79
(5os) 299-0s62
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SUBMISSIONS:

EDITING POLICY:

MEMBERSHIPS:

TCC TEACHERS'
DIRECTORY:

WHEN MOVING:

The Vttal Force invites letters, articles, news briefs, poetry, original artwork and photography.

Written submissions should be typed. All submissions must indicate the full name and complete

address of the person submitting them to be considered for publication.

The Vital Force has a text scanner which allows us to process typed submissions much more

efficiently. Unfortunately, hand-written submissions must still be typed in manually and are prone to

human error. Mail or e-mail your submissions. (See"Contact Information"on opposite page.)

Students, please indicate who your T'aiChiChih teacher is with your submission.

"But if you tutn your eyes within yourselves

And testify to the truth of Self-nature-

The Self-nature that is no-nature,

You will have gone beyond the ken of

sophistry."

-'ZAZEN WASAN /The Song of Zazen"by Hakuin,

A Flower Dces NotTalk by Abbot Zenkei Shibayama

The editing policy of The Vital Force is to leave written submissions as intact as possible inorder to

preserve the original voice of the writer. Therefore, editing will be minimal, unless explicitly re-

quested otherwise by the writer, or unless the meaning is unclear. The editing term "sic"will NOT

be used to point out errors. Due to space limitations, submissions may have to be shortened, although

it is hoped this will be rare.

When an addition or substitution for a word or words in the original text has been made, these

brackets: [ ] will be used to enclose the change, rather than parentheses, which some writers like using.

lf an omission is made of more than a word or two due to unrelated content (in a letter, for instance) or

space limitations, it will be shown by the following version of ellipsis: . . . This is so as not to be con-

fused when the following: ....... is used by a writer to show a lapse in time, a long pause or change in

topic.

The Vital Force is published quarterly and bulk-mailed to Association members in the U.S. during

the second weeks of March,June, September and December. Generally,the mailing time is2 - 4 weeks.

U.S. First Class and international delivery can be ordered for an extra fee and post on the same

schedule noted above. (See Page 2 for details).

Please allow 8 weeks notice and provide complete old and new addresses. Because The Vital

Force has "return service requested" with the U.S. Post Office, an undeliverable issue or Teachers'

Directory is returned to us with a charge for the First Class cost to return it (approximately St.ZS -

52.50, depending on the weight). Then, if we mail out a new one, it goes First Class (because a bulk

mailing requires 200 pieces), resulting in further expense of 51.25 - 52.50. Please help us avoid this

unnecessary and wasteful expense-send in your change of address information early!

communication purposes among

Chih teachers. tt is not to be used or sold as a mailing list. Updates are published on insert

in each issue of The Vital Force. Send your changes to the address on the opposite
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Justin Stone
Originator of TCC
P.O. Box 23212
Albuquerque, NM 871 92-1 21 2

Ed Altman
HeadofTCC
P.O. Box 23071

Albuquerque, NM 871 92-1 071
(sos) 294-906s

Send submissionsfor
publication by standard mail

or e-mail to:

TheVital Force

Attn: Editor
P.O.Box 23068
Albuquerque, NM

87192-7064

VFJSubmissions@earthlinknet

Noel Altman
Editor
(sos) 294-906s

PamTowne
TCC Teacher Trainer
107 Calle Vista

Camaril lo, CA 9301 0-1 71 1
(80s) 987-3607

Sandy McAlister
TCCTeacherTrainer
24835 Second St.

Hayward,CA 94541
(510) s82-2238

www.taichichih.org

THE VITAL FORCE/ournal of the T'ai Chi Chih@ Community

1 . (  )Renewa l (  )New

2. Name Phone (

Please print clearly. MEMBERSHIP FORM

Address

E-mail

3.  (  )AccreditedTCCTeacher- Areyou: (  )Act ive (  ) lnact ive (  )Wil l ingtotravel

Membership includes Teachers'Directory-yea(s) @ S30.00 / yr

Do you want your name, phone number and e-mail address (if applicable) included on the

T'aiChiChih community website (www.taichichih.org) year(s) @ 55 /yr

( ) Student / lnterested person yea(s) @ 525.00 / yr

4. ( ) First Class Delivery in U.S. additional 55.00 / yr

( ) Out of U.5. Delivery additional 510.00 / yr

5. ( ) Donation for fundin g VFJ projects: outreach and referral activities

Make check or money order in U.S. dollars payable to:

The Vital Force
P.O. Box 23068

Albuquerque, NM 871 92-1 068
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- 5

= $

TOTAL - S

"U.5. Doll ars" or "U.S. F u nds" on a personol check as

bank won't honor the requested conversion.

zip

5

s

=s
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The Lighter Side...

, '

4. The other day as I was getting ready to go to my
T'aiChiChih class,my husband said to be sure and
tell nry instructor that when I didn't practice,lwas

t

* Snoro, Si*f,

- Debbie Cole

ri

fnuiton* Not*r tiyou have ri iunny storv'to tell regarding

Vout_!'1i CJti Clrh practice orteaching, write it up and
send j t i n ro r r rh i f r$h te rS ide ; l , . . i , i t l ,  

; ' , , , ,  .  l
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